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*Silver medal winner in the 'Middle Grades Fiction' group of the Nautilus Publication Awards 2015*Astie has
always been different. All of the Learners at the Hub picked theirs years back. Her 12th birthday is looming
and she still hasn't chosen her thesis. If it wasn't on her behalf cousin, Jakob, life would be unbearable on
Elemental Island. On the verge to be diagnosed with Social Syndrome, she stumbles upon Danny who has
landed in a forbidden trip machine. To safeguard him, Astie persuades Jakob to tamper with the Overseer's
memory.Set in a secretive island utopia where research and logic guideline, this intriguing novel explores and
celebrates distinctions in people from an option perspective. It really is engaging reading for kids aged 8-13.
On the run from the Monitors together, Astie calls on her unique characteristics to forge a friendship with
the stranger and find out his reason for arriving at the island. What she finds will shake the foundations of
the area she calls home.
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Elemental Island .. Enjoyed being positioned on the various other side of 'normal' through this nicely flowing
adventure tale. For me as a grown-up reader, it still acquired more than enough complexity and interesting
angles to be a rewarding examine, and I hope that lots of, many adults and kids alike will read it. With or
without social syndrome. No-one is too older to enjoy and study from the adventures of Astie as she
navigates her method through the difficulties of living as a social misfit on Elemental Island.Enjoyed being
positioned on the additional side of 'normal' through . The authors have done a brilliant job of portraying
through this adventure story what it would be like for a “normal” person with “Social Syndrome” to live in a
world where everyone else is normally on the autism spectrum.is a wonderful, quirky novel that I
thoroughly enjoyed, despite the fact that I passed the recommended age group (8 to 13 years) decades
ago! The enchanting tale line engaged my creativity as the authors leapt ahead 100 years in period to a
world on an isolated island where technology provides outstripped our current “modern” devices in every
field. A Delightful, Quirky, Engaging Adventure Story Elemental Island  This book will be particularly precious
for classrooms and households where a member has Asperger's or is normally on the autism spectrum.
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